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PRACTICAL INNOVATION TOOLBOX
SMART acronym
A SMART framework has been known since 1981 and is still widely used as a
handy tool to make various business or personal goals achievable. Use this tool to
make your goal clearer and reachable:

Plan template for initiative’s implementation
It is vital to have a clear plan to guide the process of social innovation.
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Action planning tool
When making your action plan, make sure to have your goal
indicated clearly on the top. Every action in your action plan has to
contribute to the goal in some way.

Stakeholder management tool
Identify the significance of stakeholders to your plan. Start by filling the table:

Continue by placing each stakeholder in the following table:
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Make sure you have a plan to manage each group of stakeholders:

Team self-assessment tool
It is significant for a smooth implementation of any plan to have a wellfunctioning team. To identify the strengths and weaknesses of your team, you can
use the following tool.
Each member of the team should individually write down five key areas of team
collaboration:
Interactions and relationships
Personal responsibility
Individual alignment to the collective goal
Decision-making
Productivity of a team
Take about 15 minutes to write down your thoughts, concerns, and ways you
would like to improve each of these areas on the Post-it (or sticky) notes. On a big
sheet of paper or a board, draw a table containing all five areas:

Let each team member post their thoughts in corresponding parts of a table.
Read through the completed table and discuss the results.
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Communication plan
Both internal and external communication should have a plan for at least a
month ahead. Keep in mind the audience you communicate to and adjust
your language accordingly, for example, stay playful and inclusive in social
media, but brief and particular in an email to board members or
stakeholders. Make it a habit to have minutes (agenda, decisions, future
engagement) after each meeting to quickly recap the most important
information.
Use an example template below to create your own internal and external
communication plans:
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